Call for Nominations, 2017-2018
Chancellor Jackman Graduate Student Fellowships in the Humanities (3)
Amilcare Iannucci Graduate Fellowship in the Humanities (1)
NOTE: Funding levels have been increased for both kinds of graduate fellowship in 2017-2018.
The Jackman Humanities Institute (JHI) of the University of Toronto welcomes nominations
from Humanities Departments and Ph.D. granting Centres and Institutes for three Chancellor
Jackman Graduate Fellows (for post-funding cohort doctoral students) and one Amilcare
Iannucci Graduate Fellow in the Humanities (for doctoral students in their final year of cohort
funding) for the 2017-2018 year. Each unit may nominate up to two candidates (either two for
Jackman fellowships, or one for a Jackman fellowship + one for an Iannucci fellowship),
selecting candidates through their graduate executive or by their graduate coordinator.
The value of a Chancellor Jackman Graduate Student Fellowship in the Humanities is normally
$22,500 plus the cost of the year’s tuition. Fellows may be assigned to research assistantships of
a value up to $500 during their Fellowship. Chancellor Jackman Graduate Fellows will be in
their final year of work on the thesis, with at least two chapters completed, and will be beyond
the funded cohort for their program during the fellowship year, and may be Canadian or
international students. Three awards will be made.
The value of the Amilcare Iannucci Graduate Fellowship in the Humanities is normally $9,000 in
stipend relief (to cover the portion of the graduate funding package allotted for assignment as a
Teaching Assistant) and in addition a top up of $3,000 beyond the guaranteed funding package.
This fellow will be in the final year of the funded cohort in the fellowship year and may be a
Canadian or international student. Recipients who have also been awarded a CGS or a Vanier
will receive only a top-up award of $3,000. Fellows may be assigned to research assistantships of
a value up to $500 during their Fellowship. One award will be made.
As residential fellows, the graduate fellows will be provided with offices at the JHI on the 10th
floor of the Jackman Humanities Building. They will be expected to participate in activities with
faculty and postdoctoral fellows, including weekly lunch seminars and occasional other
workshops and lectures.
•
•
•
•

Fellows are expected to be in residence and no longer need to travel for major research.
No previous holder of a Chancellor Jackman Graduate Student Fellowship or Amilcare
Iannucci Graduate Fellowship is eligible.
Fellows are not permitted to take teaching assistant assignments during the 12- month
period of their Fellowship (1 July 2017-30 June 2018) in order to allow for expedited
research and writing.
Fellowships will be awarded on the basis of excellence in scholarship and scholarly
promise as well as the relevance of the thesis topic to the annual theme of Indelible
Violence: Shame, Reconciliation, and the Work of Apology (see below for description).

Selection Process
Up to two graduate students may be nominated by each department or EDU. Applicants must be
currently registered in the 2016-17 year in a humanities Ph.D. with 2017-18 as their final year,
with completion of their Ph.D. thesis anticipated by the end of the year. Applicants for the
Chancellor Jackman Graduate Student Fellowship will be beyond the funded cohort in their
fellowship year; applicants for the Amilcare Iannucci Graduate Fellow will be in the final year of
funding in their fellowship year; and all applicants must have two (2) completed chapters of the
thesis at the time of the application.
If you have been nominated:
Register your userID account on the JHI website at www.humanities.utoronto.ca
1. Complete the online application for this fellowship at
https://www.humanities.utoronto.ca/funding/id=6129
2. Upload a ROSI transcript for all graduate work at the University of Toronto
3. Upload a current CV
4. Upload a description of the thesis (up to 500 words)
5. Upload two chapters of your thesis
6. Provide Name of Thesis Supervisor, whom the JHI will contact for a letter of reference
7. Provide Name of the graduate coordinator of your department or EDU, whom the JHI
will contact for a letter of nomination
Questions? Please contact JHI Director Professor Robert Gibbs at
jhi.director@utoronto.ca
Applications open: Tuesday 21 March 2017
Applications due: Monday 17 April 2017
2017-2018: Indelible Violence: Shame, Reconciliation and the Work of Apology
Performances of reconciliation and apology attempt to erase violence that is arguably indelible.
What ideological and therapeutic work does reconciliation do, under whose authority, for whose
benefit, and with what limits? What would it mean to acknowledge the role of shame? How
might the work of truth and reconciliation commissions be compared to other ways of shifting
relations from violence and violation to co-existence? How does the work of apology stabilize
social identities, conditions, and relations and how do indelible traces of violence work for and
against those conditions, identities and relations?

